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About This Game

Break Time! is a physics based destruction game for Virtual Reality. You are put into an environment where you are free to
pick up, throw and break objects to score points. Each level includes multiple objectives to earn stars which unlock new levels.

Some levels contain optional hidden objectives which add a layer of difficulty and encourages players to try everything.

Features:

 4 Unique environments

 Objectives

 Hidden collectible blocks
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 Hidden target for bonus points

 Over 50+ destructible objects

 Suitable for all ages

 Steam Achievements

 Steam Leaderboards

This game is a port from mobile devices.
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Title: Break Time!
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Space Toast Games
Publisher:
Space Toast Games
Release Date: 8 Feb, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 SP1 (64-bit)

Processor: 3.0GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GTX 1050 Ti / GTX 960 or AMD Radeon HD 7870

Storage: 200 MB available space

Additional Notes: Only works in VR!

English
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great game if u like to play games like orwell or paper please. This game made me cry.. Only thing wrong with this DLC is the
RPM indicator was taken from a Piper Cherokee.... The green arc should only go between 2000 and 2500 rpm. Other than that,
great DLC! 9.9\/10. https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=Q49CcRbR6l0. After playing it for a bit and hoping for humor I have
to say I'm pretty disappointed. This might be personal preference but I dont think randomness for the sake of randomness is
funny. Portal isn't funny because it's random. It's funny because the writing is clever. No such luck here.. The game itself is a
big bug
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This is the best VR Game in Steam right now!
lots of fun, great experience, i've played it 4 hours in a row!!
i truly recommend this game for all of you that think about buying it- worth every penny.
. This game used to have vehicles, but they were broken, so now there are no more vehicles. Problem solved!

It used to have stealth mechanics, but they were completely based on character stats and had nothing to do with moving carefully
or hiding in cover; ergo, broken, so now there is no more stealth. Problem solved!

Overall the game suffers from a bad case of "Made with Unity" (i.e. expect to get less than half the FPS here that you would
normally get playing Skyrim at max graphics) and an even worse case of "Made in Russia." Despite all the talk of improving
customization, your character choices are sleazy looking white male or sleazy looking white female, as is literally every other
character in the game regardless of their faction. If you're ever wondering which equipment to buy or equip just grab whatever
looks the most Russian because for some strange reason it will miraculously outperform everything else in the game, every time.

Most of the real problem, however, is that it's trying too hard to be "Mount & Blade + Guns" as opposed to, say, a FPS version of
Jagged Alliance 2. Look, M&B works because it's got swordsmen on foot, archers, horses, mounted archers, lancers, spearmen,
formation tactics, and several diverse factions based on different real world cultures. And while every battle starts off at a distance
(just like here), there is enough terrain variance to make terrain actually mean something. Those horse archers that kicked butt in
the open desert turn out to be nearly helpless when trying to defend a castle wall and conversely Nord Huskarls don't last long
against horsemen in the open.

In F:GW, however, there is only one troop type (i.e. white dude with a gun), one terrain type (low woodland hills) and urban
combat may as well not even exist because the AI (both yours and the enemy) aren't capable of using any of its cover - not that
there's really much to begin with. City fights are just like every other fight except that you wait longer for the AI to figure out how to
get out of town before your snipers blow them all away as they mindlessly rush towards you like always.

In other words, it turns out that the M&B medieval model simply does not work with modern weapons and\/or tactics. Sorry, but
it just doesn't. Again, I think they'd have been better off trying to steal ideas from Jagged Alliance 2 and turning that into a
FPS-type game instead. Y'know, actual urban warfare and tactics that are more than just saying "move cautious" or
"charge?"

Now I know they've been working hard on this and they've been really scrambling to squash all the bugs (there's a reason why
Unity is free, guys - 'cuz it sucks) and I'm not trying to say that they don't know what they're doing or that they don't care.
They are putting forth a lot of effort and it is moving along just fine - but I just feel like it's moving in the wrong direction,
and sadly I think that they're already too far along to change course.

It's sad because I liked the game a lot more when it first came out. It wasn't until much later that I realized that the real
problem wasn't the bugs or glitches but something in the very foundations. No matter how hard you try you still just end up
with the same thing every time - a battle between two forces on a summertime hillside that always goes to whoever has the
most sniper rifles with "Made in Russia" stamped on them, whilst you, the player, sits there with binoculars hoping to
actually spot an enemy at some point before the battle ends.

After about two or three of these non-events in a row I just want to go back and see if I can lure those damn Khergit horse
archers into patch of thick forest and then see how they like it when their horses get stuck on the trees and my Rhodok
spearmen end up surrounding them in a box formation... or maybe find out of if it's easier to capture San Mona from the
east side at night using nothing but suppressed weapons, knives and lots of camo paint. Here... I just feel like I'm watching
an RTS game play against itself while I'm stuck in some kind of glitched observer mode that makes it look like I'm playing,
too, even though I'm not. Not really, at least. I'm just watching a map from behind a rock, like always, and hoping that I
brought more sniper rifles than the other guys... like always. Wake me when it's over.. Really enjoying this game so far. Its a
simple game to get into but the challenge it provides is what is going to keep me coming back. If you don't know what this
game is about, here's a synopsis: You assume the command of the RAF during the Battle of Britain and are in charge of
creating, maintaining, and deploying squadrons of Spitfire and Hurricane aircraft to defend airfields, cities, and
installations inside of England to halt the Luftwaffe from gaining air dominance.. I recommend this game because I
enjoyed it very much myself, did an entire playthrough on my YouTube Channel of the game. Strongly recommend a steam
controller for the game because with a keyboard and mouse the controls are a bit hard to steer the character. Just the ending
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alone captivated me for wanting more. If your looking into this game and wondering if it's family friendly the answer is yes.
The devoloper did an awesome job with the graphics and kept it story rich for people of all ages to enjoy. So what are you
waiting for? Download it today!. Honestly, worth it, 5 bucks is nothing for a good 10 hours of gameplay (and way more if
trying to 100%) This game is awesome, soundtrack is great, and lots of content. 9\/10. Wont work under any settings .....
Great game. Really well polished.. Edit: Steam is reporting an incorrect gameplay time. Yes, I'm aware it looks like I didn't
actually play the game. No, I do not intend to see that it gets fixed.

Yes/No is a difficult choice to make on this title. It's sophomoric, but it's free to play. It's clear the author is still getting his
footing, so he's not charging money and that's commendable. I've seen far worse sold for cash in the steam store, and even
then sold for cash under the guise of the Early Access moniker.

I'll get my criticisms out of the way. It looks better in the video. In-game, it leaves something to be desired in the details. Also,
no option for Y axis inversion, so those of us who are veterans (also known as "right") are forced to struggle. Also, there was
no easily described method of quitting. Again, being veteran, the Alt+F4 combination did the job, but a person who didn't
know about that would have to find another way of leaving the game, the worst-case being a hard reboot. You never want
your audience to feel like they're being held hostage. The sound design is good, but the balance is off leaving the voice-over
difficult to hear and the voice-over itself is a little overused, venturing hard in to crutch territory. Lastly, I was expecting
something a little more seat-of-your-pants akin to No Time To Explain meets Ether One and it fell short on that scale. It was
borderline psychedelic in places and had a decent sense of atmosphere, but on the whole just didn't feel as finished as I'd
like.

On the bright side, I won't say that I didn't like it. It was fun. It was an interesting diversion. The developer needs more
practice, but on the whole, the game told a story and I had a good time. If it were my game, I wouldn't strive for higher
resolution. There's more to be said for pulling off an artistic vision than for photo-realism. We know this game isn't real, we
don't have to be reminded of that. I'd experiment more with shader networks, play even more with the bloom filter, use visual
tricks to mess with your audience's head just a little bit more. If you can make them second-guess their perceptions, they'll be
drawn in more, little by little, deeper down the rabbit's hole. In spite of places where the details get a little ugly, there are
bright moments where this really is a beautiful game, but they're only moments. It needs more. Overall, I'm glad I didn't pay
for it, but I like where it's going. I hope to see more and better from this developer in the future.. I will be honest: I think that
Games&Girls is a pretty solid visual novel. As this is that, I will only talk about the story and nothing else. The story revolves
around a college-dropout hardcore gamer who happened to spend his remaining savings on a special edition gaming console
known as Sirrah. It appeared normal the day he received it, and started gaming on it. However, the next day, he wakes up to
see a mysteriously cute girl appear before him, who happens to be the console that he purchased. I did find the storyline
pretty humerous at some points and made me kind of like the characters.

As the creator said, this is about 30 minutes long, which is really short, and what kind of made me take some marks off. But
the creator also said that there will be more episodes released to expand the story (and add more girls). In truth, I really like
the plot of the story and I especially like the artstyle, which were the reasons I decided to purchase this game. And as I said,
the only con I have is that each episode is too short, but I guess makes up for it with more added content by the creator. I also
wanted to say that the adult scenes were unnecessary, but it's whatever (you do you, Yume Creations).

If you want rich and deep storytelling that will engage you, this game is not for you. Otherwise, the story is fine and the art is
great. For a visual novel, this is a fine quicky (please don't take this that out of context). (8/10)
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